Delivering Luxury, Elegance & Tradition

“Welcome to the world of
Bespoke Cigars. I hope they
bring as much enjoyment to you
as it brings us to make them.”

“Our family motto is an ancient Greek saying:

Nought without labour
and I have found this to be certainly true in my 20 year
development of our Bespoke Cigar Brand.”

Bespoke Cigars

Delivering Luxury, Elegance & Tradition
Jeremy Nicholas Casdagli

Founder & Co-owner of Bespoke Cigars
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An established family of Hellenic merchants,
the Casdaglis were primarily involved with
the lucrative cotton trade but interests also

To continue the family tradition

encompassed the trade in all classes of goods

Jeremy Nicholas Casdagli

including Turkish tobacco and Russian grain.

launched the Bespoke Cigar
brand in 1997.

Noli and Leck Casdagli sorting cotton on The Lands
“Way up Country” - Anglo-Egyptian Sudan

Port of Odessa in late 1700s
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The Casdagli
origins & crest

Although an ethnically Greek family

the Casdaglis’ Turkish surname derives
from a mountain in Anatolia called

Kaz Dagi – literally meaning “From the
Goose Mountain” – this mountain was

known by the Ancient Greeks as the

The first family member was identified

through Russian records in the 1700s.
Nicholas Casdagli moved from Kaz

Dagi setting up a shipping business
in Odessa. Thereafter the next 2

generations where born and brought

up in Rhodes. Jeremy’s Great Great

Grandfather, Emmanuel Casdagli,
adopted The Colossus of Rhodes as

the family trading symbol in the
1880s.

The big seabirds that nested around Kaz
Dagi Mountain became an important

symbol to the Casdagli family. In 1958
the image was added to the Casdagli
family crest by the Royal college of Arms

in London. Images in the “Byzantine”
style of these birds can still be found
in the ruins of Villa Casdagli in Cairo
today.

In 2016 the symbol of Bespoke Cigars was
updated to give the seabird image more
prominence.

Villa Casdagli

fabled Mount Ida.
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The Original Carlos Blend

™

Bespoke Cigars is launched Havana, Cuba 1997
In the summer of 1997 Jeremy met master

The whole production was initially very

casa de la Amistad, a beautiful art deco

destined for the London market. Own

torcedor Carlos Valdez Mosquera in La

villa in the heart of Vedado in Havana.
It was here that Carlos had been
perfecting his own blends. By applying
Carlos’s special

blends to Jeremy’s

chosen vitolas Bespoke Cigars was born.

small – only 500-1,000 cigars a month
label cigars were made for some of

the top establishments including The

Rib Room at the Carlton Tower and
The Capital Hotel. Bespoke Cigars
also became the choice for certain

celebrities and members of the Saudi
Royal Family.

Three of the most popular “Early”

Bespoke vitolas that were developed

were the “Don Carlos”, a Double Corona
pyramide, “The Super Belicoso”, and the

“flying Pig” – (renamed : “ Cotton Tail”).
C o t t o n Ta i l

A torcedor named Hamlet, from La

Corona factory, was seen rolling this
unusual vitola by one of Bespoke’s

prominent Saudi clients. A mold was

promptly created and the “Flying Pig”

was born. In 2011 whilst being smoked at
a party in London’s Playboy club it was

renamed “The Cotton Tail” in deference
to Playboy’s iconic “Bunny” girls as

well as bowing to the Casdagli family’s
history with the cotton trade.
Carlos Valdez Mosquera,
Jeremy Nicholas Casdagli,
La casa de la Amistad

Super Belicoso

With a guage of 60 this was the largest

guage of the original Bespoke range and

remains so today. To enable a comfortable
smoke it was designed as a figurado.

Cotton
tail

Super
Belicoso
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Since 2013 Bespoke Cigars
produces from Kelner
boutique factory
Whether you are a novice seeking to

“Henke”

learning

This love and attention to detail are

aficionado with a particular palate… it is

that perfection demands is something

Jr. has inherited and is at the heart of

partake of the sacred fruit, or a veteran
impossible to ignore the quality of a well

made cigar. The history of prestigious

cigar lines is well documented, and the
reputation of their products is the

Kelner.

However,

is one thing… acquiring the passion
altogether different. It’s not simply

something one can obtain, it’s handed
down from father to son.

Hendrik Kelner Sr. and
Hendrik Kelner Jr.

benchmark against which all other

cigars are measured throughout the
world.

part of the rich legacy Hendrik Kelner
every cigar he produces.

In 2012 Hendrik Kelner Jr. opens KBF –

The Kelner Boutique Factory. Now being

independent of the major cigar brands

Kelner embarks on the journey to create
his own unique blends.

There are few better ways to learn the

In February 2013 Jeremy Casdagli arrived

cigar company in the world. Whom better

and create the Bespoke Traditional Line.

cigar trade than to work in the premiere

at the Kelner Boutique Factory to blend

to learn this trade from than one of the

The first of 4 lines now being produced

world’s acknowledged masters of the art

for Bespoke cigars by KBF.

and science of tobacco, Señor Hendrik
Hendrik Kelner Jr.
and Jeremy Casdagli

Bespoke
Traditional
Line

Traditional
Line
™

The traditional line comprises the

On Carlos’s retirement Jeremy

Valdez Mosquera who rolled these in

the KBF factory founded by Hendrik

4 original vitolas inspired by Carlos

Havana, Cuba for Bespoke Cigars in the
1990s.

Two of the most popular vitolas that
were developed together were the

“Don Carlos”, a double pyramide which

was later shortened a little to become
“The Super Belicoso”, and the “flying

Casdagli switched production to

Kelner Jr. where these cigars are now
blended. They became the first KBF

blended cigars for Bespoke Cigars and
deliver a sweet, mild but full bodied

smoking experience, thus emulating the
original Bespoke Cigar as produced in
Havana almost 2 decades ago.

Pig” – (renamed : “ Cotton Tail”).

Robusto
Ring: 50 gauge
Length: 4.9’’
Weight: 11 grams

Cotton
tail

Super
Belicoso

Grand
Café

Ring: 64 at foot 52 gauge at head
Length: 5’’
Weight: 17 grams

Ring: 60 gauge
Length: 5.7’’
Weight: 20 grams

Ring: 39 gauge
Length: 7.48’’
Weight: 12 grams
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The Casdagli Family the Cuban legacy

Emmanuel knew the political implications
were huge and so, on the undertaking

that the Cubans would agree that there
would be no publicity in regards the cigar

During January of 1951 – Emmanuel

These discussions were very sensitive

UK Board of Trade, met with the Cuban

the UK by Cuba would be dismantling

Theodore Casdagli, representing the
Ambassador along with Cuban Trade
delegation lead by Dr. Andrea Vargas-

Gomez. This was primarily to seal a

trade of over 5 million tons of Cuban
Sugar. Totally unexpectedly the Cuban

Ambassador asked Emmanuel whether,
as a gesture of goodwill, the UK would

for both countries. Any agreement with
the preferential tariff agreements the

Cubans had arranged with the USA.
Likewise any such agreement with the
Cuban government by the UK would be

perceived as damaging to UK trade with
the commonwealth.
Havana

ceased completely. The Cubans wanted

a luxury product of this nature would

importation licences granted in the

region of £100,000 (around £2,000,000 in
today’s value – 2016).

importation until the deal was done – or
“Hush Hush” in Emmanuel’s words – the
go ahead by the highest authorities was
given.

Unfortunately Emmanuel and the Cuban
delegation were ambushed by a certain

Mr. Evans of the Daily Express. The
whole deal was exposed in the front pages

of the Daily Express. But nevertheless

agree to a resumption of imports of

Havana Cigars which, at that time, had

tobacco

C u b a n

was

particularly

sensitive as firstly the importation of

not be favoured by the current UK

Emmanuel pushed it through and the

Cuban dominance of the UK premium
cigar market resumed. The rest as we say
is history…

socialist leaning UK government under
Clement Attlee and secondly it would
devastate

the

protected

Jamaican

tobacco industry, at that time UK’s
prime importer.

Emmanuel Theodore Casdagli

l e g a c y

Basilica
Line
™

Launched in 2015 these complex, full

invokes an exploding cannon. The foot

Cigars by Hendrik Kelner Jr.

smoker gently into the full flavours

bodied vitolas are blended for Bespoke
The Basilica “A” series blend includes
the highly coveted Bonao leaf. The

Basilica “C” series is constructed with

is designed this way so as to lead the
emitted by the rich binder leaves of
these cigars.

a double binder and utilizes up to 7
different tobaccos.

The Basilica was the name given to the

huge cannon built in the 15th Century
for the Ottomans to be used for the

siege of Constantinople. The “flared”
foot of the Basilica Line cigars

Basilica
A

Basilica
C #1

Basilica
C #2

Basilica
C #3

Ring: 52 gauge
Length: 6’’
Weight: 17.5 grams

Ring: 52 gauge
Length: 6’’
Weight: 17.5 grams

Ring: 39 gauge
Length: 7.48’’
Weight: 12.4 grams

Ring: 52 gauge
Length: 4’’
Weight: 10 grams

The Bespoke
Cabinet Selection

™

“Great Minds think alike ”
- famous 17th century quote

The Rosetta cigar was born during a
most interesting conversation with
Mr. Martin Brix Nelson of Kind

Cigars. What would be the perfect
cigar addition to Swedish coffee

shops... and what would be its name?...
the Rosetta was born.

These cigars are characterized by the
rich flavour of their binder – the
highly sought after Bonao leaf.

Launched in 2016 these long filler

cigars are blended for Bespoke Cigars
by Hendrik Kelner Jr.

Rosetta

Romano

Ristretto

Ring: 46 gauge
Length: 4’’
Weight: 6 grams

Ring: 40 gauge
Length: 5’’
Weight: 8 grams

Ring: 50 gauge
Length: 4’’
Weight: 8 grams

Club Mareva
Line
™

In 2014 to celebrate the partnership

“we are delighted to become partners

Cigar Smoking World Championship,

with Henrik I believe we have created

with Cigar Club Mareva, home of the
Bespoke cigars launched the Club
Mareva Line.

Each Club Mareva line blend is

personally selected by Marko Bilić

with Jeremy Casdagli, and together
some truly unique flavours.”

Marko Bilić

Founder and President
of

Cigar Club Mareva

and carefully created by Bespoke
Cigars’ master blender Hendrik
Kelner Jr.

Marko Bilić

Gran Mareva
Gold

Gran
Mareva

Ring: 42 gauge
Length: 5.5’’
Weight: 10 grams

Ring: 42 gauge
Length: 5.5’’
Weight: 10 grams

Daughters of
the Wind Line

™

These cigars are hand crafted in

stables just outside Cairo and became

These blends are dominated by the

horses. They gained particular success

Costa Rica by Don Olman Guzman.
rich flavours emanating from Peru,
Ecuador, Cuba and Nicaragua.

celebrated breeders of Arabian race

with breeding the Dahman strain with
a famous mare called Bint Bint Durra.

“The Daughters of the Wind“ is a

“The Dahman is a very rare breed

6th century inspired by the beauty of

refinement. We wanted to celebrate

famous Arabian poem written in the
Bedouin horses.

In the early 1900s Demy & Alick

Casdagli purchased the Sheikh Obeyd

famed for its strength, elegance and
this with the launching of a small
production of cigars with these
attributes.“

Jeremy Casdagli

Salomone

Pyramide

Dahman

Ring: 57 gauge
Length: 7.28’’
Weight: 23 grams

Ring: 52 gauge
Length: 6.15’’
Weight: 14.6 grams

Ring: 56 gauge
Length: 7.08’’
Weight: 21 grams

“I find the most serious agreements are concluded
when shrouded in the aroma of a fine cigar.“
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Bespoke Cigars head office: Pikk 9-3 / 10123 Tallinn / Estonia
helen@bespokecigar.com, jeremy@bespokecigar.com
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